Sleeping during the day: effects on the 24-h patterns of IGF-binding protein 1, insulin, glucose, cortisol, and growth hormone
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Abstract

Background: Disturbed sleep is a major risk factor for metabolic disturbances, including type 2 diabetes, but the involved mechanisms are still poorly understood. We investigated how an acute shift of sleep to the daytime affected IGF-binding protein 1 (IGFBP1), which is a risk factor for diabetes.

Methods: Seven healthy men (age, 22–32 years) participated in a night sleep condition (sleep 2300–0700 h) and a day sleep condition (0700–1500 h) with hourly blood samples taken for 25 h (starting at 1900 h) and isocaloric meals every 4th hour awake. The blood samples were analyzed for IGFBP1, insulin, GH, glucose, and cortisol.

Result: The acute shift of sleep and meal timing (to 8 h) shifted the 24-h patterns of IGFBP1, glucose, insulin, and GH to a similar degree. However, the day sleep condition also resulted in elevated levels of IGFBP1 (area under curve (AUC) > 22%, P < 0.05), and reduced glucose levels (AUC < 7%, P < 0.05) compared with nocturnal sleep. Sleeping during the day resulted in elevated cortisol levels during early sleep and reduced levels in late sleep, but also in increased levels the subsequent evening (P’s < 0.05).

Conclusion: Sleep-fasting seems to be the primary cause for the elevation of IGFBP1, irrespective of sleep timing. However, sleeping during the day resulted in higher levels of IGFBP1 than nocturnal sleep, suggesting altered metabolism among healthy individuals, which may have implications for other groups with altered sleep/eating habits such as shift workers. Moreover, sleep and meal times should be accounted for while interpreting IGFBP1 samples.

CLINICAL STUDY

Introduction

Disturbed sleep has rendered an increased awareness as a risk factor for metabolic disturbances, including type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) (1), and cardiovascular diseases (2). Experimental studies have shown that sleep restriction and disturbances may cause glucose intolerance, insulin resistance, and enhancement of appetite (3); however, the mechanisms are still poorly understood.

A possible mechanism linking disturbed sleep to metabolic disturbances, which has not yet been investigated, may be insulin-like growth factor-binding proteins (IGFBPs), proteins in the circulation that bind IGFs (IGF1 and IGF2) and determine the bioavailability of these factors, as well as having direct effects themselves (4). IGFBP1 secretion in humans is mainly regulated at transcriptional level by insulin (5) and also by other counterregulatory hormones like glucocorticoids (6) and growth hormone (GH). Since sleep has regulatory effects on the above variables, it seems likely that sleep and disturbed sleep could have downstream effects on IGFBP1.

The characteristic 24-h rhythmicity of IGFBP1 has been accredited to the inverse association between insulin and IGFBP1 (7). The main characteristic of IGFBP1 is suppressed levels when meals are regular and an augmentation in response to fasting (8). A limitation is that previous studies have reported the patterns of IGFBP1 under normal nocturnal sleep paradigms only, and it is not known how the displacement of sleep to daytime, which occurs in connection with night work or other night activity, will affect IGFBP1 regulation.

The current study aimed to evaluate the impact of normal and acutely displaced sleep on IGFBP1 regulation by experimentally shifting sleep in a well-controlled setting with standardized meals. Thus, we investigated the 24-h pattern of IGFBP1 during two conditions, during normal sleep (2300–0700 h) and...
during an acute shift of sleep (0700–1500 h), a pattern common among shift workers. To investigate possible mechanisms behind the influence of sleep on IGFBP1, we also measured insulin, glucose, GH, and cortisol, all of which have been considered to take part in the regulation or dysregulation of IGFBP1. Since sleep is the longest period (normally) without regular food intake, another aim was to investigate whether the effects of sleep-fasting on IGFBP1 differed when sleep was acutely shifted to the daytime.

**Methods**

**Participants**

Seven healthy males (mean age 25 years, range 22–32 years) participated. They were nonsmokers, nonobese (body mass index (BMI) range, 21–25 kg/m²) moderate alcohol consumers with a body fat composition of 16 ± 4% and on no medications. Participants were recruited from two universities in the Stockholm area. The study was approved by local ethical committee at Karolinska Institutet. All participants gave written informed consent after the procedure had been fully explained.

**Study protocol**

Starting one week prior to coming to the sleep laboratory and throughout the study, the participants adhered to a sleep protocol with bedtime at 2300 h ± 30 min and rise time at 0700 h ± 30 min. All participants came to the sleep laboratory on three occasions: habituation sleep (2300–0700 h), nocturnal sleep (2300–0700 h), and diurnal sleep (0700–1500 h), with the latter two in a balanced order. After arriving at 1730 h, they stayed until 2100 h the following evening. At 1800 h, an i.v. catheter was introduced into a forearm vein for a slow infusion of 0.9% NaCl. Hourly blood samples (10 ml) were drawn from an adjacent room for 24 h starting at 2100 h. Subjects remained in supine position from 1930 to 2100 h the following evening. Polysomnography was recorded continuously during the same time. The light at bedside was 70 lux. Standardized meals (an isocaloric diet of 45 energy percent fat, 15% proteins, and 40% carbohydrates) were given at 2200 and 1600 h during both conditions, at 0200 and 0600 h before diurnal sleep, and at 0800 and 1200 h after nocturnal sleep, in order to keep a stable 24-h energy balance. All subjects adhered to a 2100 kcal/day schedule as all of them weighed around 70 kg (BMI range, 21–25 kg/m²). The whole protocol (information of timing of blood samples, sleep timings, and food intake) under both conditions is also presented in the form of figures (Figs 1 and 2).
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**Sleep**

Electrodes were attached for the recording of two electroencephalograms (C3-A2 and C4-A1), two electrooculograms, and one electromyogram (submental). Sleep stages were scored in 30-s epochs, using standardized methods (9). The parameters used were time in bed (lights off to awakening), sleep latency (lights off to first stage 2 sleep), wake time after sleep onset, total sleep time (real sleep time), sleep efficiency, rapid eye movement (REM) latency (time to first REM), and sleep stages 1, 2, 3, and 4 (stages 3 and 4 are shown as slow wave sleep (SWS)) and REM. None of the sleep parameters except sleep latency (night sleep = 22 ± 6 versus day sleep = 5 ± 1) differed significantly between conditions, with total sleep time (night sleep = 401 ± 15 versus day sleep 422 ± 5) and sleep efficiency (%) (night sleep = 92 ± 1 versus day sleep 89 ± 1) (10).

**Biochemical assays**

Serum samples were centrifuged, separated, frozen at −20 °C, and stored at −73 °C directly after each day until analysis. Serum IGFBP1 concentrations were determined by RIA according to the method of Povoa (11). The sensitivity of RIA was 3 μg/l, and the intra- and inter-assay coefficients of variation (CV) were 3 and 10% respectively. Serum cortisol was determined by AutoDELFIA (B060-101) automatic immunoassay kit (manufactured by Wallac Oy, Turku, Finland), which has a sensitivity of 15 nmol/l (0.54 μg/dl) with intra- and inter-assay CV of 3.5 and 1.6%. Serum GH was determined by AutoDELFIA (B041-101) fluoroimmunoassay kit (manufactured by Wallac Oy), having a sensitivity of 0.03 mU/l with intra- and inter-assay CV of 5.1 and 2.5%. Plasma glucose was analyzed at the Clinical Chemistry routine laboratory at the Uppsala University Hospital, Sweden. Insulin was measured with an automated system for immunological analyses (Auto-Delfia, Wallac Oy).

**Statistical analyses**

The dependent measures were analyzed with mixed effects repeated measures ANOVA techniques. In order to compare the general changes due to the acute shift of sleep (e.g. sleep versus wakefulness during the night) and across the sleep-fasting (night sleep versus day sleep), the dataset was analyzed twice, first by 24-h period and secondly with respect to sleep-fasting. The ANOVAs included condition (normal night sleep versus day sleep) and time (25 h synchronized with respect to clock time) when analyzed for the 24-h duration, whereas condition and sleep-fasting (time synchronized with respect to the pre-sleep meal to 4 h after the postsleep meal) when the data were analyzed for the sleep-fasting comparisons. The latter analyses included 4 h after the postsleep meal since we intended to study
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the downstream effects of sleep-fasting — effects that have not yet receded at the end of sleep and may possibly continue up to several hours after the postsleep meal. The analyses also allowed individuals to have random intercepts. Huyhn–Feldt epsilon correction was applied in order to adjust for violations against the assumption of sphericity. Planned t-tests were made between corresponding time points under the two conditions, and AUC analyses were done for IGFBP1, glucose, and insulin during sleep-fasting and even after the postawakening meal. In order to evaluate the downstream effects of sleep and sleep-fasting on IGFBP1 level, AUC analysis was done from presleep meal to 4 h after postawakening meal. Regarding both glucose and insulin, which are highly meal sensitive, AUC analysis was done in two portions, i.e. sleep-fasting analysis ranging from presleep meal to postsleep meal and postawakening meal analysis ranging from postawakening meal to 3 h afterwards (the time point before the second postsleep meal). The statistical analyses were made with STATA (9.2, Statacorp, TX, USA), and 0.05 was set as the significance level.

Results

IGFBP1

There was no significant main effect of condition on 24-h levels of IGFBP1 levels, either analyzed by all data points (Table 1 and Fig. 1a), or by 24-h area under curve (AUC). AUC day sleep condition = 323 ± 37 (mean AUC ± S.E.M.) and night sleep condition = 258 ± 32 (P > 0.05). However, there were significant main effects of time of the day and the interaction between time of the day and condition. (Fig. 1a and Table 1). T-tests between corresponding time points revealed significantly elevated IGFBP1 levels from 0500 to 1000 h during the night sleep condition and from 1300 to 1900 h during the day sleep condition, compared with the other respective condition (Fig. 1a).

With respect to sleep-fasting-related changes (time synchronized with respect to the presleep meal to 4 h after the postsleep meal), IGFBP1 varied strongly across time, but there was no significant main effect for condition or interaction between time and condition (Fig. 2a and Table 1). Under both conditions, IGFBP1 began to rise 4 h after bedtime (5 h after the last meal) and increased until 2 h after awakening, thereafter IGFBP1 declined sharply, reaching close to baseline levels almost 2 h later (Fig. 2a). This pattern was consistent across individuals, and all displayed their highest levels 2 h after awakening (1 h after the first postsleep meal). The t-tests showed that IGFBP1 levels for the daytime sleep were significantly augmented in the last part of sleep (at 6 and 7 h after bedtime) and 2 h after awakening, compared with night sleep (P’s < 0.05, Fig. 2a). The AUC peak of IGFBP1 was 22% higher during day sleep-fasting compared with night sleep-fasting (228 ± 29 vs 187 ± 23, P < 0.05; Fig. 2a).

Glucose

With respect to 24-h levels of glucose, there was no significant main effect of condition, but significant effects were observed for the time of day and interaction between time and condition (Fig. 1b and Table 1). The changes of the 24-h glucose pattern were largely associated with the different timing of food between conditions. The levels of glucose were stable across sleep in both conditions, but lower during daytime sleep; AUC (limited to the levels between the pre- and postsleep meals) was 7% lower during day sleep, compared with the night sleep (46 ± 1 vs 50 ± 2; P < 0.05; Fig. 2b). T-tests showed that glucose was significantly reduced at 1, 2, and 5 h after bedtime during day sleep (P’s < 0.05). The glucose response after the first postsleep meal did not differ significantly between conditions (AUC day sleep condition = 15 ± 1 versus night sleep condition = 14 ± 1, P > 0.05; Fig. 2b).

Insulin

Both analysis by time of the day and by sleep-fasting, did not result in significant main effects of condition, but there were strong effects of the time, as well as interactions between condition and time (P < 0.05; Table 1). The time effects on insulin levels were related to food intake, and the interactions were related to the different timing of food intake under the two conditions (Fig. 1c). The t-test analysis between corresponding

Table 1 F-values and P levels for the ANOVA for insulin-like growth factor-binding protein 1 (IGFBP1), glucose, insulin, cortisol, and GH analyzed by 24 h and by sleep-fasting (from presleep meal to 4 h after first postsleep meal).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>24-h period</th>
<th>Sleep fasting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Condition</td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGFBP1</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulin</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cortisol</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GH</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C, condition; T, time. Significance levels are *P < 0.05, †P < 0.001, ²P < 0.0001.
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time points found no significant difference, except at bedtime, when insulin was significantly elevated for the day sleep condition (Fig. 2c). The AUC across sleep, calculated between the pre- and postsleep meals, was similar between conditions (104±14 vs 105±16, for the day and night sleep conditions respectively, \( P>0.05 \); Fig. 2c). The insulin response after the first meal after sleep did not differ significantly between conditions (AUC day sleep condition = 46±15, night sleep condition = 54±16; \( P>0.05 \); Fig. 2c).

**Cortisol**

For 24-h levels of cortisol, there was no significant main effect between conditions, but time of day and its interaction with condition showed significant effects (Table 1). The main 24-h profile was similar under both conditions; however, the levels were elevated from 0200 to 0300 h for day sleep condition (when subjects were awake), and from 0800 to 0900 h for night sleep condition (when subjects were sleeping for day sleep condition; \( P<0.05 \) (Fig. 3a)). Moreover, the evening cortisol levels were also significantly augmented for day sleep condition from 1600 to 2000 h (\( P<0.05 \)). T-test analysis showed that the nocturnal rise of cortisol began earlier (~1-h) in the day sleep condition, when subjects lay awake in bed. The individual peaks ranged between 0600 and 0900 h irrespective of condition. The analysis of sleep-fasting (including the sleep and its downstream effects in the postawakening period) showed significant main effects for condition, time of day, and the interaction between the two (Table 1). During the day sleep, cortisol levels were elevated in the first part of sleep and lower in the last part of sleep and after awakening compared with the night sleep (Fig. 4a).

**GH**

With respect to 24-h period, there were no significant main effects for time and condition, but the significant interaction showed that the biggest GH peak occurred (~8 h) later when sleep was postponed with 8 h in the day sleep condition (Table 1 and Fig. 3b). The analysis with respect to sleep-fasting showed significant effects of time and the interaction; however, the effects of condition were nonsignificant (Table 1). Although the patterns were similar, t-tests showed that GH levels were elevated during the day sleep at 4, 6, and 7 h after lights out (LO; Fig. 4b).

**Discussion**

The present study showed that the fasting properties of sleep on IGFBP1 are largely maintained when sleep and meal timing is acutely shifted by 8 h. This includes stable levels of IGFBP1 during waking hours (when meal timing is regular) followed by a significant elevation of IGFBP1 in the last part of sleep and the first hour after awakening, with levels decreasing sharply 1 h after breakfast. Although this pattern was similar in both conditions, the sleep-fasting-induced increase in IGFBP1 was more pronounced when sleep was acutely shifted to the day. The data support a close relationship between meal timing, insulin, and IGFBP1 (7, 8), and that sleep-fasting is the main predictor of the 24-h variation of IGFBP1. However, it also shows that an acute shift of sleep results in altered or disturbed metabolic regulation of IGFBP1. The altered regulation of IGFBP1 should be seen in the light of disturbed sleep and shift workers, which are subjected to the shifted sleep and have elevated risk for developing T2DM, cardiovascular disorders, and metabolic...
disorders (1, 12, 13); disorders characterized by altered IGFBP1 regulation as a predictor (14, 15).

The exact mechanism behind the augmented levels of IGFBP1 levels during the latter part of day sleep and the hours after awakening is unclear. A possible mechanism may be impaired insulin sensitivity (16). In the present study, this could have been caused by several factors including sleeping at another circadian phase or by extended the time spent awake; participants were awake for another 8 h in the day sleep condition. Another characteristic difference of sleeping during the day is that the sleep now occurs at another phase of the cortisol curve. The fact that both IGFBP1 and cortisol

normally peak during the last part of sleep has previously led to the suggestion that cortisol plays a role in increasing the levels of IGFBP1 (6, 16). Our data support the opposite relationship as the shift of sleep to the day resulted in increased IGFBP1 levels at a time when cortisol was considerably low, as compared with that of night sleep. Thus, it seems that the rise of IGFBP1 during last part of sleep cannot be attributed to the increase in cortisol. An inhibitory effect of exogenous corticosteroids on IGFBP1 has already been reported (17), besides the suppressed levels of IGFBP1 found in Cushing’s disease, a disorder characterized by abnormally higher levels of cortisol (18). These studies suggest that cortisol normally has suppressive effects on IGFBP1, which may also explain the higher levels of IGFBP1 in the last part of day sleep; however, definitive conclusion cannot be drawn regarding the effects of cortisol on IGFBP1, as the current study did not analyze the relations between different hormones. We therefore propose that the increase in IGFBP1 at the end of the day sleep and after awakening is perhaps a result of both low insulin levels (due to fasting) and lower cortisol levels (due to sleeping at another phase of the cortisol rhythm), a proposition which needs elucidation. Further studies regarding the relation between IGFBP1 and cortisol during chronic sleep disturbances are needed in order to elaborate the long-term relation between cortisol and IGFBP1.

Serum IGFBP1 has been found to be elevated in untreated GH-deficient adults with normal to high insulin levels (19) and suppressed in acromegaly (a disorder with abnormally high levels of GH) (20), reflecting the possible role of GH in the regulation of IGFBP1. In the present study, the release of GH, in the first part of sleep occurred at a phase of sleep characterized by low levels of IGFBP1, supporting the view that GH directly or indirectly (via insulin dependent mechanisms) may inhibit IGFBP1 (21).

It is well established that insulin has a potent suppressive effect on IGFBP1 (5). The low and stable levels of IGFBP1 during the first 3 h of sleep in the present study occurred at the same phase of sleep, which is characterized by elevated insulin. The gradual reduction in insulin, starting 4 h after sleep was followed by a simultaneous, but steeper rise of IGFBP1 starting after 4 h of sleep. IGFBP1 levels continued to rise until 1 h after breakfast under both conditions, and were thereafter reduced rather abruptly. This post-prandial excursion of IGFBP1 is in accordance with earlier studies (8), and the subsequent drop is likely attributed to the insulin action with a time lag of more than 1 h, and to the insulin-induced rapid clearance of IGFBP1, having a half life of 60–120 min (5). Moreover, in accordance with previous studies, the insulin-induced decline in abnormally high level of IGFBP1 in T1DM (22) and the failure of induced hyperglycemia to increase IGFBP1 during a constant degree of insulinization suggest that IGFBP1 is basically
regulated by insulin, and that glucose per se does not affect the IGFBP1 (23). Thus, the steep rise of IGFBP1 during latter part of sleep is probably caused by low insulin levels. Further studies with manipulating sleep in combination with glucose/insulin infusions may shed light on the causality of the observed effects.

Despite the significant differences at a few corresponding time points, the 24-h rhythm of cortisol was quite stable under both conditions. The main differences were most likely due to the suppressing effects of initial sleep and an augmentation upon awakening, resembling the earlier findings of Weibel et al. (24). The elevation of cortisol during day sleep is in accordance with the studies of night workers, a group which exhibits elevated levels of cortisol during usual day sleep, in spite of their adapted sleep configuration (25). Moreover, the increase of cortisol in the evening during day sleep condition mimics the findings from studies of restricted sleep (26), insomnia (27), and depression (28). However, the reason for this cortisol increase remains unknown and needs further research.

The small number of participants (i.e. seven) and the use of a highly selected group of healthy adult males are the main limitations of the study. Thus, one needs to be careful in generalizing the results to other groups. In addition, the relatively infrequent (hourly) blood sampling precluded the detailed analysis of the postprandial rise and fall of insulin and glucose. For the same reason, a detailed analysis of GH peaks was not possible. The purpose was to investigate the effects of acutely shifted sleep and related sleep-fasting. A result of this was that time awake before sleep was different in the two conditions, i.e. 16 h in the night sleep conditions and 24 h in the day sleep condition. Thus, it was possible that the extra time awake could have influenced the results. Notably, this pattern of longer waking times is not artificially long, but resembles those that shift workers or night workers experience in relation to their first night shift. Although glucose, GH, insulin, and cortisol were measured concomitantly with IGFBP1 under the two conditions, further studies should be directed to determine their exact correlations with IGFBP1 in order to address the causality issues, as well as the topic should be studied in future using other paradigms and preferably include other groups such as night workers and patients with sleep disorders.

Basal serum IGFBP1 is one of the potential candidate markers which can be used to differentiate between low insulin responders and high insulin responders (29); and to differentiate between T1DM and T2DM (30). Our data show that IGFBP1 levels in relation to day sleep are significantly lower in the morning (from 0500 to 1000 h) than after night sleep (Fig. 1a), since subjects consumed food throughout the night. The strong elevation of IGFBP1 about 5–6 h after the last meal also suggests that both evening and night meals may have very strong impact on morning blood samples of IGFBP1. Thus, it is suggested that bed times and late evening/night eating habits are of high relevance for morning levels of IGFBP1, and should be accounted for in clinical and research settings.

In conclusion, sleep-fasting seems to be the primary cause for the elevation of IGFBP1, irrespective of sleep timing. However, sleeping during day resulted in higher levels than nocturnal sleep, suggesting altered metabolism among healthy individuals, which may have implications for other groups with altered sleep/eating habits, e.g. shift workers. The study also suggests that sleep and meal time should be accounted for while interpreting IGFBP1 samples, in both research and clinical settings.
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